
In 2013, I was commissioned to write three short children’s plays that were subsequently 
translated into Afrikaans and published in three textbooks by Via Afrika, all of which remain 
on the South African curriculum. I have retained copyright of the original formats and am in 
the process of reworking them for new ventures TBC. 
 

 
Opening extract from Elarty & the Ergbert 

 
 
Act 1: Elarty & the Ergbert 
 

ELARTY lies in bed.  Downstage right (DSR) sits the NARRATOR, holding a huge book as if 

s/he is telling a bedtime story.   HUMAN SCENERY EFFECTS stand stage left with their 

HSFX props. From outside Elarty’s bedroom window (offstage) we hear huffing & puffing. 

HSFX: Scratching and monster noises. Bedroom sign. 

NAR: Elarty sat up and peeked through her fingers, certain the huffing and puffing and 

scratching was a fearsome monster that would leap through the window to chew her 

toes and crunch her ankles.    

A grotesque monster that was so hungry it would even munch on her spotty, smelly, 

bogey-eating brother, Michael, as he read by torchlight under his duvet. 

But Elarty wasn’t going to let a brother-eating monster ruin her night.  She’d just 

 have to deal with it.  After three… 

HSFX: Drum roll. 

ELAR: One.  Two.  Three. 

Elarty leaps out of bed and runs to the window.  As she does so, PENGUIN climbs in.  

NAR: Elarty opened her mouth to scream, blinked twice and clamped her mouth closed. 

PENG: Got any cake? 

ELAR: Got any cake, please! 

  



Opening extract from So Says I, So Says Me 
 

 

Act 1: So Says I, So Says Me 

MR BROWN is standing centre stage looking out into the SL wings and addressing an 

unseen crowd of teenagers.  One group, consisting of AL LEFT, AL RIGHT, SUSAN LEFT, 

SUSAN RIGHT, GRETCHEN LEFT and GRETCHEN RIGHT sprawls on the ground just in 

front of him.   Each half of each teen mirrors the other’s posture as if joined at shoulder and 

hip. 

BROWN: Right you lot, do you all have your list of items to find?  

ALL:  Yes, Mr Brown, so says I/we. 

BROWN: Well, on your marks, get set… 

He gives a sharp blast on his whistle and the unseen teenagers thunder away.  The teens on 

stage remain on the floor glaring at their watches or phones and muttering. 

BROWN: What’s wrong with you lot?  Wasn’t that loud enough for you? 

SUS L: We’re still waiting for John, so says I. 

SUS R: John’s late again, so says me. 

BROWN:  It’s your call but you’ll… 

AL L: Here he is, so says I. 

AL R: Finally, so says me. 

JOHN enters SR and walks towards him but something is wrong: His right half is riding 

piggyback on his left half.   His waiting friends gasp as though he’s arrived with a third eye in 

the centre of his forehead.  John waves and then turns round and calls someone unseen. 

 

  



Opening extract from Chocolate 
 
 
Act 1: The Blank Slate studio – Interview 1 

MICHAEL is seated centre stage in a comfortable chair.  To either side of him are further 

chairs, both of which are empty, in front a small table for water etc. Michael addresses the 

audience and viewers before welcoming his first guest.   

MIC: Welcome to another edition of Blank Slate, the current affairs programme where 

you decide what we investigate.  On tonight’s programme we look at the dangers 

of chocolate addiction and how families are being ripped apart by this evil brown 

substance that your children think is harmless. 

Michael stands to welcome his first guest.  

 My first guest tonight is Louise Kruger, counsellor at SOP: Sjokolade 

Opvoedingsprogram.  For the past eight years she’s helped cure addicts from 

every walk of life who have hit rock bottom and feel like they’re drowning in a 

lake of chocolate, which, in some cases, they literally are. 

Michael applauds as LOUISE enters from upstage.  A STAGEHAND holds a sign up that 

reads ‘APPLAUSE’ and the audience complies.  Michael and Louise sit and the interview 

commences. 

 


